The study examined whether words are misperceived during natural fluent reading and the extent to which contextual and lexical properties bias perception. Target words were pairs of orthographic neighbors that differed in frequency. Pretarget context was neutral (Experiment 1) or biased toward the higher frequency member of the pair (Experiments 2 and 3), and posttarget context was neutral, congruent, or incongruent. Critically, incongruent context was constructed so that it was congruent with the target's neighbor. First-pass viewing showed only effects of target frequency. During silent reading (Experiments 1 and 2), rereading measures showed that the target frequency effect was smaller in the incongruent posttarget context condition than in the neutral and congruent conditions, and this occurred irrespective of prior context. Presumably, lower frequency words were less impeded by incongruent context because they were often misperceived as a congruent higher frequency neighbor. An oral reading task (Experiment 3) showed that the lower frequency target was more often misread than the higher frequency neighbor, and this proneness to error was influenced by posttarget context. Although target frequency influenced proneness to error, biased prior sentence context appeared to influence the construal of sentence meaning to accommodate incongruent targets and posttarget context.
Skilled readers have the subjective sense that virtually all words are identified automatically and accurately. However, readers make errors, and the nature of these errors may reveal the type(s) of information that are used to identify a word. Perhaps because it is challenging to study what should be a rare phenomenon, few studies exist that explicitly investigate word identification errors. Those that do generally present individual words or word pairs and they employ very brief visual presentations.
In one well-known study, Potter, Moryadas, Abrams, and Noel (1993) used a Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) paradigm in which participants were asked to name briefly presented target words and pseudowords. Potter et al. found that participants often misread pseudoword targets as similarly spelled words (e.g., "droam" was reported as "dream"). Further, when pretarget words were presented whose meaning was biased toward an orthographic neighbor of the target word, participants often reported the neighbor instead of the correct word, and this occurred in up to 26% of trials. More recently, Grainger and Jacobs (2005) , using a ReicherWheeler task, obtained a higher letter report accuracy for pseudowords with than without orthographic neighbors, and this was attributed to pseudowords being misread as their corresponding word-neighbors. These accuracy data suggest that orthographically similar forms compete for recognition, and that the lexical selection process is guided by contextual and lexical knowledge.
Studies that examined visual word recognition under relatively natural fluent-reading conditions have also invoked lexical competition and misperception to account for effects of orthographic neighbors (length-matched words that differ by a single letter, Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner, 1977) . In two of their experiments, Pollatsek, Perea, and Binder (1999) measured eye movements during the silent reading of sentences that contained target words with a large or a small number of neighbors. Neighborhood size had two distinct effects: words with more neighbors were skipped more often, and they also had longer rereading durations than words with fewer neighbors. According to Pollatsek et al. (1999) , the orthographic familiarity conveyed by a large neighborhood may benefit early stages of word recognition, hence their higher rate of skipping; however, it also renders these words less distinct and more liable to misperception, hence longer rereading durations (but see Sears, Campbell, & Lupker, 2006 , for a failure to replicate). Eye movement recordings in Paterson, Liversedge, and Davis (2009) showed that the reading of a target word's neighbor inhibited the subsequent reading of the target word. They concluded that the neighbor competed with the target for recognition at a relatively late (verification) stage of word recognition, and that this competition can also result in the misperception of a word for its neighbor (presumably when the neighbor receives more activation).
Recordings of eye movements during reading also suggest that competition between lexical candidates and potential misperception can be modulated by context. Slattery (2009) compared target words with higher frequency neighbors to matched control words without such neighbors. With biasing prior context, only the target and its control were plausible, given initial sentence context; with neutral prior context, by contrast, the target, its control, and also the target's neighbor were all plausible continuations of preceding context. In all cases, subsequent context was consistent only with visible target and control words, and was inconsistent with higher frequency neighbors (that were never shown). With neutral prior context, readers regressed significantly more from subsequent context to targets than to control words, and they spent more time rereading targets than control words. With biasing prior context, target and control word differences were negligible. According to Slattery, neutral context did not constrain target selection, and the target may have been misperceived as its higher frequency neighbor under these conditions. Because a misperceived target was incongruent with subsequent context, regressions to the target were relatively common and rereading durations were relatively long.
Although misperception has been used to account for eye movement patterns in fluent reading, in particular for increases in regression rate and rereading duration, none of these studies determined whether the rereading of a word had been preceded by its misperception. In Slattery (2009) , for instance, the identification of words with a higher frequency neighbor could have been relatively difficult without constraining prior context, and the difficulty of target recognition, rather than its misperception, may have accounted for the increased rereading rate and rereading time. That is, oculomotor responses revealed the presence and time course of processing difficulties, but this need not imply that a target had been mistaken for its neighbor. Pollatsek et al. (1999) and Slattery (2009) showed that lexical selection, or lexical verification (Paterson et al., 2009) , is influenced by context and neighborhood size. Pollatsek et al.'s comparison of effects of higher and lower frequency neighbors also suggested that the number of higher frequency neighbors has a stronger effect on recognition than the number of lower frequency neighbors. In Slattery's (2009) study, all target words were the lower frequency member of a pair of orthographic neighbors, and only one type of misperception was possible (i.e., mistaking a lower frequency target for its higher frequency neighbor). Thus, the design of this study appears to presume a corresponding frequency-sensitive directionality of neighbor effects, and that lower frequency words would be more likely misread as their higher frequency neighbors than vice versa. We will refer to this as the biased misperception hypothesis.
The evidence for the biased misperception hypothesis is not clear cut, however. In Sears et al. (2006) , higher frequency neighbors were not more deleterious than lower frequency neighbors, and Pollatsek et al. (1999) did not reject the possibility that a word could be mistaken for any neighbor. Furthermore, eye movement recordings during sentence reading in Johnson's (2009) study showed longer viewing durations for target words with transposed letter (TL) neighbors than for control words when TL neighbors were congruent with sentence context, but this neighbor effect was not modulated by target word frequency. Thus, it is plausible that a word can be mistaken for any neighbor that fits into sentence context.
The current work pursued two main goals. One was to obtain more direct evidence that words are misperceived as their orthographic neighbors. The other was to test the directionality of error, that is, whether a word can be mistaken for any neighbor that fits into sentence context or whether a lower frequency word was more likely to be mistaken for a higher frequency neighbor than vice versa (as maintained by the biased misperception hypothesis). To reach the first goal, Experiments 1 and 2 manipulated posttarget context so that target rereading would be indicative not only of recognition difficulties but also of misperception. Experiment 3 used an oral reading task in addition to oculomotor responding, as this task provided an overt index, word naming, which revealed whether the visible target had been accurately selected. To test the biased misperception hypothesis, both higher and lower frequency members of target word pairs appeared in sentences, so higher and lower frequency neighbors could be directly compared.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was designed so that the data not only would provide more direct evidence for the misperception of target words but also would reveal the directionality of misperception. In order to obtain more direct evidence, sentence context was manipulated so that oculomotor responding to correctly and incorrectly recognized targets could be observed. Sentence context preceding the target was always neutral, that is, it was consistent with a target and its neighbor. In contrast to Slattery (2009) , who manipulated the extent to which a target and its neighbor were consistent with pretarget context, we manipulated the extent to which a target and its neighbor were consistent with posttarget context. Specifically, context following a target was either congruent with the visible target (as occurred in Slattery), neutral, or incongruent. Critically, incongruent posttarget context was designed so that it would be congruent with the target's neighbor (neutral posttarget context accommodated the target and its neighbor). Two distinct oculomotor patterns during the reading of posttarget context could thus be used to diagnose target recognition error. Mistaking a target for its neighbor should hinder the reading of posttarget context when it is congruent, and this should increase the rate of regressions to target words and increase their rereading time, as occurred in Slattery. In addition, mistaking a target for its neighbor should facilitate the reading of incongruent posttarget context, as misperception should change this context from inconsistent to consistent. The effects of neutral posttarget context on target viewing were assumed to fall in between the effects of congruent and incongruent contexts.
According to the biased misperception hypothesis, mistaking a target word for a neighbor should be more common when the target is a lower frequency rather than a higher frequency member of a pair of orthographic neighbors. To test the biased misperception hypothesis, pairs of neighbors were thus selected, one having a distinctly higher frequency of occurrence than the other (e.g., birth and birch, respectively). During the initial (first pass) viewing of targets, readers were expected to spend less time viewing higher frequency members of target pairs. Posttarget context was expected to modulate word frequency effects during reinspection, according to the biased misperception hypothesis. Specifically, congruent posttarget context should be more useful for higher than for lower frequency members of target pairs, if higher frequency targets were less often misperceived. Consequently, target rereading in the congruent context condition should require less time for higher than for lower frequency targets, and should thus augment the word frequency effect. In contrast to this, incongruent context should be easier after the reading of lower frequency targets, as their misperception will change incongruent into congruent con-text. Consequently, target rereading in the incongruent context condition should benefit lower frequency targets and yield a diminished word frequency effect. The biased misperception hypothesis thus predicts an interaction of word frequency and context for target-viewing measures that include rereading, with relatively large word frequency effects when context is congruent, somewhat smaller word frequency effects when context is neutral, and even smaller-or no-effects of word frequency when context is incongruent. This interaction of word frequency and contextual congruency will be referred to as the biased misperception effect.
Prior work that sought to determine the initial accessing of ambiguous word meaning also used posttarget context to determine which meaning had been accessed (Duffy, Morris, & Rayner, 1988; Folk & Morris, 1995) . For instance, in Folk and Morris (1995) , neutral pretarget context could be followed by a biased homographic heterophone target (e.g., tear), and posttarget context was biased toward the target's subordinate meaning. Under these conditions, second-pass target reading was increased relative to control words, presumably because targets' superordinate rather than their subordinate meaning had been accessed during first-pass reading.
In sum, Experiment 1 was designed so that oculomotor measures that index rereading-in particular, the rate of regressions to target words and the time spent rereading targets-would provide evidence as to whether the target word was misperceived as its neighbor. If lower frequency target words are sometimes misperceived as their higher frequency neighbors, then this should yield a biased misperception effect. However, if misperception occurs without respect to frequency (or does not occur), then the biased misperception effect should be absent.
Method
Participants. Forty-three Binghamton University students were recruited using the Binghamton University participant pool. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision with contacts, were native speakers of English, and were naïve to the purpose of the experiment. Five participants were excluded from analysis because of calibration difficulties, poor tracking accuracy, and corresponding loss of data. The data from the remaining 38 participants are reported.
Apparatus. Text was shown on an Iiyama Vision Master Pro 514 CRT monitor with a resolution of 1024 ϫ 768 pixels. Characters were shown in 12-point Courier font in black against a light gray background, with each character occupying a 15 (vertical) ϫ 10 (horizontal) pixel area. Head position was fixed at a distance of 85 cm, and each character subtended approximately 0.26°of visual angle. An EyeLink 1000 tracker was used to monitor eye movements at a rate of 1,000 Hz and a tracking error of 0.1°or less.
Materials. Stimuli used in this experiment consisted of 60 experimental sentences and 40 filler sentences. Each sentence was between 41 and 83 characters (eight and 18 words) and occupied one line, centered vertically on the screen. The 60 experimental trials consisted of three parts: pretarget context, the target word, and the posttarget portion of the sentence. The target word was one member of a pair of orthographic neighbors (e.g., birth vs. birch). The two members of the pair differed by one letter and had a word frequency difference of at least 10 per million in the CELEX database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Van Rijn, 1995) . The mean word frequency of the higher and lower frequency members of each critical word pair differed significantly, t(59.57) ϭ 4.27, p Ͻ .01, and was 142.20 and 9.79 words per million, respectively. Listwise, as shown in Table 1 , higher and lower frequency wordpair members did not differ significantly on length, number of syllables, and number of orthographic neighbors (all ps Ͼ 0.2; values calculated using N-Watch; Davis, 2005) .
For each participant, half of the experimental sentences contained the higher frequency member of the critical word pair and the remaining sentences contained the lower frequency member of the pair. The pretarget portion of each sentence was identical for both members of the pair, and did not constrain the target word identity (e.g., "Many people think that birth," in which "birth" is the target word and "birch" is its lower frequency neighbor). The posttarget portion of the sentence consisted of one of three possible endings: a high-biased ending, in which the higher frequency neighbor was plausible but the lower frequency neighbor was not ("can be quite painful"); a low-biased ending, in which the lower frequency word was plausible but the higher frequency neighbor was not ("is a lovely kind of tree"); or a neutral ending, in which either member of the critical word pair was plausible ("can be quite beautiful"). Posttarget context that was congruent with one member of the target pair was incongruent with the other member, and vice versa (a full listing of the materials is provided in Appendix A).
With two target words (higher and lower frequency) and three alternative sentence endings (neutral, high-biased, and lowbiased), there were six possible versions of each sentence. Six lists of sentences were created to counterbalance target type and sentence ending, so that each of the lists contained a different targetending version of each sentence frame. During the experiment, list assignment was counterbalanced over subjects, such that each list was read by approximately one sixth of participants. Norming. The 60 experimental sentence frames were normed by a group of 16 students who did not participate in the experiment. Participants saw the pretarget context followed by one of the two members of each target neighbor pair, and then were asked to rank the three posttarget contexts in order of how much sense they made with the beginning of the sentence, in which a numerical value "1" was used to designate the ending with the best fit, and "3" to designate the ending with the poorest fit. Two sentence lists were constructed such that each participant saw each of the sentence frames with only one of the two target words present. Thus, rankings were obtained separately for both members of the neighbor pairs across lists. Sentences were accepted for inclusion in the experiment only if the majority of participants ranked the possible sentence endings in the proper order (congruent, then neutral, then incongruent). Critically, this order had to apply for both the higher and lower frequency member of each target pair (i.e., the ending that was ranked a "1" for the higher frequency target should be ranked a "3" for its lower frequency neighbor and vice versa). Posttarget congruency ratings were closely matched for the two members of the higher and lower frequency members of a target pair. That is, posttarget context that was congruent with the target was incongruent with the neighbor, and vice versa, and this occurred equally for higher and lower frequency targets. The mean numeric differences between congruency categories were not precisely equal (i.e., there was a greater gap in congruency between neutral and incongruent posttarget contexts [1.02] than between congruent and neutral contexts [0.75]). These congruency values, rather than congruency categories, were thus used to capture the relationship between target frequency and congruency. Procedure. Participants were calibrated using a 3-point calibration procedure, and then read 10 practice sentences (one sentence per trial). Upon completion of the practice trials, participants were recalibrated and read 100 sentences, consisting of experimental and filler sentences, which were presented in a different random order for each participant. Following 10 of the filler trials, participants viewed a yes-or-no comprehension question. Participants were instructed to press the left trigger button of a control pad to answer "yes" to a question, and to press the right trigger button to answer "no." The program recorded the correctness of the response.
Of the 60 experimental trials, one third of the sentences had endings that were biased toward the incongruent member of the target word pair, rendering the visible target word implausible (e.g., "Many people think that birth [birch] is a lovely kind of tree"). During these trials, a novel variant of the boundary technique (Rayner, 1975) was used to change a target word after it had been viewed. Specifically, an incongruent posttarget word was changed to the corresponding congruent word when the eyes moved five or more characters to the right of it. Incongruent targets were changed so that readers who did look back to them after the viewing of posttarget context would be able to construct meaningful sentence content, and so that they would not look for and expect anomalous constructions. As there were 100 sentences including filler sentences, this eye-movement-contingent incongruent-tocongruent change occurred on one fifth of all trials. Visually, these changes from an incongruent target to its neighbor involved the replacement of just a single noninitial letter, and this relatively minor visual change was rarely-if ever-noticed. Participants were encouraged to read as they normally would for comprehension, and they were not informed that there would be changes in the text.
After completion of the eye-tracking portion of the experiment, participants completed a postexperiment questionnaire in which they were asked if they had noticed anything unusual during the experiment. A response that indicated noticing a change in text was recorded as a "3," responses indicating something unusual that was not a change in text were coded as a "2," and failing to notice anything unusual was coded as a "1." Of the 38 participants included in the analysis, 12 reported noticing at least one change, 10 reported noticing something unusual but did not report noticing any specific changes, and the remaining 16 participants did not notice any change or anomaly.
Data selection and analysis. Prior to analysis, trials in which tracking accuracy was suspect or participants failed to follow instructions were removed from the data set (1.7% of trials). In addition, any fixations shorter than 80 ms were pooled with adjacent fixations within one character, or deleted if no adjacent fixations were present. For all analyses, only target words with gaze durations between 50 and 1,000 ms were included (90% of all remaining trials). Finally, duration analyses were restricted to target words that were not skipped on first pass. Following these restrictions, 2,019 trials remained for regression analyses and 1,822 trials remained for fixation duration analyses.
Target word viewing measures were analyzed using linear mixed models (LMMs) from the lme4 library (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2013) of the R system for statistical computing (R Core Team, 2014) . Significance values were calculated using the lmerTest package of R (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2013) . Three duration measures were analyzed using these models: gaze duration, dwell time, and second-pass viewing time. Gaze duration consists of the cumulated time spent viewing a word until another word is fixated, and it can be thought of as a reflection of the lexical processing of a word (Inhoff & Radach, 1998; Rayner, 1998) . The dwell time measure, often referred to as total viewing duration (Inhoff & Radach, 1998) , consists of a word's gaze duration and the time spent rereading it. Because rereading time is included, this measure is assumed to reflect postrecognition stages of word processing. Second-pass viewing time includes only the time spent rereading the word (gaze duration was not included), and it has also been shown to be sensitive to postrecognition stages of word processing. Because targets with incongruent context were changed prior to rereading, the dwell time and second-pass viewing time measures are potentially confounded indexes, as readers' viewing duration could have been influenced by the attempted resolution of processing difficulties and by their discovery that the target word's meaning was now congruent with subsequent context. Hence, the two were used as supplementary measures. Regressions to target words, analyzed with a generalized LMM, were executed before targets were reread, and they constituted an unconfounded-and thus primaryindex of processing difficulties and/or target misperception.
All statistical models included two predictors: target type (higher vs. lower frequency target) and posttarget congruency, and two random effect variables-participants and sentence frames. When doing so improved model fit, squared posttarget congruency was included as an additional predictor to control for nonlinearity of effects. Random intercepts for participants and sentences were included in all models, and random slopes were included when they improved the statistical model, using parsimonious model fitting as recommended by Bates, Kliegl, Vasishth, and Baayen (2015) . An ANOVA-type centered contrast was applied to the word frequency factor through the assignment of Ϫ.5 and ϩ.5 weights to the higher and lower frequency conditions. Posttarget contexts (congruent, neutral, and incongruent) were assigned numerical values using the centered ranking values from sentence norming. LMMs for the three viewing duration measures were applied to log transformed data, as the raw data revealed a typical skewing toward longer durations.
In order to remove outliers for duration measures, data points with residuals greater than 2.5 standard deviations from the mean were removed 2 (Baayen & Milin, 2010) . After these additional exclusions, 1,791 of 1,822 trials remained for gaze duration analyses, and 1,802 out of 1,822 trials remained for dwell time analyses. All trials (1,822) were used for second-pass analysis, as no outliers were identified using this method.
Results
On average, participants were 96% accurate on filler trial comprehension questions, indicating that sentences were successfully read for comprehension. Condition means for target gaze duration, dwell time, second-pass viewing time, and incoming regression rate for trials included in each analysis are reported in Table 2.  Table 3 includes effect sizes, standard errors, and statistical indexes (t and z statistics). As these statistical indexes are available in the tables, we report p values but no other indexes in the text.
As anticipated, gaze duration showed a main effect of target word frequency (p Ͻ .001), with shorter durations for the higher frequency members of target word pairs. Neither the main effect of congruency nor the interaction between congruency and target frequency approached significance (both ps Ͼ 0.6).
Rereading was of primary interest, and regression rates into the target are depicted in Figure 1 . The analysis revealed a significant main effect of target word frequency (p Ͻ .001), with more regressions toward lower frequency words. There was also a reliable main effect of congruency (p Ͻ .001), such that the rate of regressions to targets increased with decreases in posttarget congruity. Importantly, the regression data revealed a significant biased misperception effect (p Ͻ .05), as the size of the word frequency effect decreased with the incongruency of posttarget context.
The analysis of dwell time yielded significant main effects of both target frequency (p Ͻ .001) and posttarget contextual congruency (p Ͻ .001). In parallel with the regression rate data, dwell time also revealed a robust biased misperception effect (p Ͻ .05). As can be seen in Table 2 , the size of the word frequency effect for targets again decreased with the incongruency of posttarget context. Results for second-pass time paralleled these findings with robust main effects of context (p Ͻ .001) and frequency (p Ͻ .001) as well as a reliable interaction between the two (p Ͻ .01).
Discussion
Analysis of target words' gaze duration showed that readers spent more time looking at lower frequency words; a corresponding word frequency effect has been reported in a large number of studies (see Rayner, 1998 , for a review). As expected, posttarget context had virtually no effect on first-pass target reading. However, eye movement measures that index responding to processing difficulties revealed expected effects of posttarget context on rereading, as decreased contextual congruency increased regressions to targets as well as target dwell times and second-pass viewing times. Critically, posttarget context modulated the word frequency effect. All three rereading measures (regression rate, dwell time, and second-pass viewing time) revealed a biased misperception effect, as the size of the frequency effect decreased with decreases in the congruency of posttarget context. According to the biased misperception hypothesis, incongruent posttarget context was less costly for the lower frequency member of the critical word pair than for the higher frequency member because the lower frequency target was relatively often mistaken for its higher frequency neighbor. Through misperception, an incongruent sentence became congruent, and the lower frequency target required little or no reinspection. Incongruent higher frequency targets, by contrast, were correctly identified, and incongruent posttarget context initiated reinspection, which increased regression rate into the target, dwell time, and second-pass viewing time.
To summarize, for rereading measures (incoming regressions, dwell time, and second-pass viewing time), main effects of posttarget contextual congruency and target word frequency were present. A biased misperception effect was observed, as significant interactions between contextual congruency and target word frequency were found for all three measures. Together, these results show that lower frequency target words are sometimes misperceived as their higher frequency neighbors, resulting in fewer and shorter refixations on the lower frequency target word compared with its higher frequency neighbor when posttarget context was incongruent. This outcome is in harmony with the biased misperception hypothesis.
Experiment 2
Experiment 1 yielded robust biased misperception effects for the three measures of target rereading. The observed frequencydependent target selection bias is consistent with Slattery (2009) , who suggested that lower frequency targets were occasionally misperceived as their higher frequency neighbors when context preceding a target was neutral (i.e., when prior context was compatible with the target and its neighbor). Recall performance in Potter et al.'s (1993) RSVP task also suggests that prior context influences proneness to recognition error, as nonword targets were often mistaken for an orthographic neighbor when a pretarget word was semantically related to this neighbor.
The main goal of Experiment 2 was to determine whether preceding context influences the misperception of lower frequency targets as their higher frequency neighbors during fluent reading.
In this experiment, prior sentence context was designed so that it would favor the higher frequency member of a target pair, as this type of target priming introduced error in Potter et al. (1993) . Aside from this, stimuli were identical in format to those used in Experiment 1. Priming of a higher frequency neighbor in Experiment 2 was expected to increase the size of the biased misperception effect, as misperception of a lower frequency target as its higher frequency neighbor should be particularly common when prior context primed the neighbor.
Method
Participants. Thirty-seven Binghamton University students participated in the study. All were native speakers of English, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision with contacts, and were naïve regarding the purpose of the experiment. One participant was excluded from data analysis because of erratic eye movement patterns.
Apparatus. The experimental setup was the same as in Experiment 1.
Materials. As in the first experiment, there were 60 experimental and 40 filler sentences. Each sentence was between 40 and 90 characters (eight and 17 words) and occupied one line centered vertically on the screen. The experimental sentences were identical in format to those used in Experiment 1, except the pretarget context was written so that it was generally biased toward the higher frequency member of the target word pair rather than being contextually neutral (e.g., "The midwife thought that the birth," in which "birth" is the target word and "birch" is its lower frequency neighbor).
In addition, although the majority of the target word pairs overlapped with those utilized in Experiment 1, some pairs were substituted because of constraints in item construction. The mean word frequency of the higher and lower frequency members of the word pairs was 147.0 and 11.9 words per million, respectively (Baayen et al., 1995) . Again, although differing in mean word frequency, t(59.25) ϭ 4.16, p Ͻ .001, the lower and higher frequency members of each target word pair were matched listwise on length, number of syllables, and orthographic neighborhood size (all ps Ͼ 0.4; values calculated in N-Watch; Davis, 2005) . Target word properties are reported in Table 1 , and a complete listing of the materials is available in Appendix B.
As in Experiment 1, there were six potential sentences associated with each of the 60 target word pairs, and these sentences were counterbalanced across six stimulus lists such that each version of the sentence appeared in one list only. Participants were assigned to lists in a counterbalanced fashion such that each version of the sentence was read by approximately one sixth of all participants in the experiment. Procedure. Because of tracking accuracy issues with the 3-point calibration in Experiment 1, a 9-point calibration procedure was utilized to obtain more stable recordings. Otherwise, the experimental procedure was the same as Experiment 1.
After completing all trials, participants were asked whether they had noticed anything unusual while reading. Responses were scored in the same fashion as in the previous experiment. Of the 36 participants included in the analysis, eight reported observing at least one change in text, 11 reported noticing something unusual, and 15 participants did not notice any word changes or text anomalies.
3
Norming. Sentence endings were ranked by 31 new participants who did not participate in Experiment 1 or the norming of its stimuli. As before, only sentences that were ranked in the correct order by the majority of participants for both the higher and lower frequency member of the target word pair were included. Norming was conducted in two stages, with the second stage consisting of revised items that failed to reach the desired criteria for inclusion in the first stage.
Data selection and analysis. The same data selection and analysis procedures that were applied to Experiment 1 were also applied to these data. Prior to analysis, fixations of less than 80 ms were pooled or deleted, and trials in which tracking accuracy was poor or participants failed to follow directions were excluded (4.2% of trials). In addition, data from two stimuli were removed because the pretarget context was biased in favor of the lower rather than higher frequency member of the neighbor pair (3.2% of trials). Analyses were further restricted to trials with target gaze durations between 50 and 1,000 ms (90% of remaining trials), leaving 1,803 trials for analysis of regression rate. Last, analyses of fixation duration measures were restricted to target words that were not skipped on first pass (1,658 trials). Following modelbased outlier trimming, 1,619 trials were analyzed for gaze duration, 1,642 trials were analyzed for dwell time, and 1,657 trials were analyzed for second-pass time. Data analyses were conducted as in Experiment 1.
Results
Accuracy on posttrial comprehension questions was 96%, indicating that participants were reading for comprehension. Condition means for gaze duration, dwell time, and incoming regression rate are reported in Table 4 , and the results of the (G)LMMs of these data are summarized in Table 3 .
Gaze duration yielded a robust effect of target word frequency (p Ͻ .001), with shorter viewing durations for higher frequency members of target pairs, as occurred in Experiment 1. Posttarget context did not influence first-pass target viewing (p Ͼ .5) and the interaction did not approach significance (p Ͼ .6).
Measures that included target rereading revealed robust main effects of target frequency and of posttarget context. Similar to Experiment 1, regressions (see Figure 2) were more often directed to lower frequency targets (p Ͻ .001), and regression rate increased with decreasing contextual congruity (p Ͻ .001). Critically, the biased misperception effect was significant (p Ͻ .01). As in Experiment 1, the word frequency effect was modulated by the congruency of posttarget context. Incongruent context yielded relatively few regressions to lower frequency target words, presumably because they had been mistaken for the primed higher frequency neighbor.
The analysis of target dwell time also showed significant main effects of word frequency (p Ͻ .001) and of posttarget context (p Ͻ .001). As in Experiment 1, dwell times revealed a robust misperception effect (p Ͻ .05), as decreased congruity of posttarget context diminished the word frequency effect. Results for second-pass viewing time paralleled those of dwell time, with significant main effects of frequency and context (ps Ͻ 0.001), except that the frequency by context interaction failed to reach significance (p ϭ .11) even though the interaction was relatively large numerically (e.g., 2-ms frequency effect for incongruent context vs. 67-ms frequency effect for neutral context). Overall, the results of all measures of target rereading converge, again supporting the biased misperception hypothesis.
The priming of the higher frequency neighbor in Experiment 2 was expected to increase the biased misperception effect. A supplementary analysis was applied to regression rates of Experiments 1 and 2 to determine whether this was the case. Data from the two experiments were combined and prior context type (neutral vs. biased) was used as a between-subjects factor. The combined set of data yielded a highly significant biased misperception effect (b ϭ Ϫ0.40, SE ϭ 0.11, z ϭ Ϫ3.57, p Ͻ .001), but the three-way interaction of prior context, target frequency, and posttarget context did not approach significance (b ϭ Ϫ0.11, SE ϭ 0.22, z ϭ Ϫ0.50, p Ͼ .6). Moreover, this three-way interaction was also negligible when dwell time and second-pass viewing time were analyzed (both ps Ͼ 0.6). These analyses thus indicate that priming of the higher frequency neighbor did not increase the biased misperception effect.
Nevertheless, prior context did influence readers' use of regressions. As can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 , priming of the higher frequency member of the target pair diminished the rate of regressions to the target word in Experiment 2 relative to Experiment 1, and this was expressed by a robust main effect of prior context 3 Suspicion responses were missing from two subjects. (b ϭ Ϫ0.32, SE ϭ 0.16, z ϭ Ϫ1.99, p Ͻ .05). Further, the interaction between prior context and target frequency failed to reach significance (b ϭ 0.26, SE ϭ 0.16, z ϭ 1.62, p Ͼ .1), suggesting that this was true for both higher and lower frequency targets. However, there was a significant interaction between prior context and posttarget congruency (b ϭ Ϫ0.28, SE ϭ 0.11, z ϭ Ϫ2.46, p Ͻ .05). Inspection of the data showed that the priming of higher frequency neighbors in Experiment 2 diminished the rate of regressions out of incongruent posttarget context specifically, whereas the rate of regressions out of congruent context was unchanged. Supplementary analyses confirmed that regressions to the target were less common in Experiment 2 than Experiment 1 when posttarget context was incongruent (b ϭ Ϫ0.56, SE ϭ 0.18, z ϭ Ϫ3.04, p Ͻ .01), but did not differ when posttarget context was congruent (b ϭ 0.02, SE ϭ 0.19, z ϭ 0.08, p Ͼ .9).
Discussion
Experiment 2 replicated the main findings of Experiment 1: target frequency and posttarget context influenced the rereading of target words. Again, effects of target frequency and of posttarget context interacted, as frequency effects were smaller when posttarget context was less congruent with the target, thus revealing a robust biased misperception effect. Priming of the higher frequency neighbor in Experiment 2 was expected to increase the proneness of lower frequency targets to error, and this should have increased the magnitude of the effect. However, this was not the case.
The comparison of regression rates in Experiments 1 and 2 showed that priming of the higher frequency neighbor decreased the rate of regressions to both higher and lower frequency target words, in particular when posttarget context was incongruent. This unexpected finding raises two questions: Why were regressions from incongruent context to targets less common in Experiment 2, and could the lower regression rate in the incongruent posttarget context condition of Experiment 2 have diminished the biased misperception effect?
As can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 , regressions to congruent target words were nearly equally common in Experiments 1 and 2. The significantly lower regression rate to both types of target words in the incongruent condition of Experiment 2 thus suggests that priming changed the integration of targets into incongruent posttarget context in general. One viable account for such a reading strategy is that the prior constraining context in Experiment 2 provided cues for the resolution of an incongruency when a target had been accurately recognized. When the target was the lower frequency member of the target pair, prior context primed its higher frequency neighbor and posttarget context was consistent with this neighbor. If the higher frequency neighbor competed with the lower frequency target for activation and was thus coactive, as suggested by the results of Experiment 1, then pre-and posttarget context may be used to select the coactive higher frequency neighbor rather than the lower frequency target, as this would restore sentence meaning. For instance, when reading "The midwife thought that the birch was successful despite the mother's concerns," readers may accurately recognize the lower frequency target but not regress to it when incongruent posttarget context ("mother's") is encountered. This is because pre-and posttarget context and an activated lexical neighbor converge upon a fitting lexical alternative, the word birth.
When a primed higher frequency target was followed by incongruent context (e.g., "The midwife thought that the birth was the most beautiful tree in the yard"), readers may not revise accessed target meaning but construe a "good enough" or approximate representation of target and/or posttarget meaning. That is, they may assume that "birth" denotes an unknown type of tree or that "beautiful tree" and "yard" were to be taken metaphorically, perhaps representing appealing aspects of life and nature.
Somewhat similar satisficing strategies have been reported for the comprehension of syntactically misparsed sentences during fluent reading (Christianson, Hollingworth, Halliwell, & Ferreira, 2001; Ferreira, Bailey, & Ferraro, 2002; , and the use of a satisficing strategy for incongruent Experiment 2 posttarget context can account for similar-size biased misperception effects in Experiments 1 and 2. The net effect of such a strategy would be a general leveling of the posttarget context congruency manipulation, as it would make incongruent posttarget context (somewhat) congruent for both types of targets. This points to a limitation of oculomotor measures. Though they are generally good measures of online processing, eye movements during fluent reading can only provide indirect evidence for the occurrence of recognition errors. Evidence for misperception relies on the occurrence of target rereading, and this may be influenced by reading strategies. Thus, it is not possible to discern whether the biased misperception effect arises solely as a result of errors during initial word identification, or whether it is also influenced by reading strategies. In light of this limitation, Experiment 3 was conducted to obtain direct evidence for the biased misperception hypothesis, and for the use of strategies that consider the meaning of posttarget context for the selection of target meaning.
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 sought direct evidence for the biased misperception hypothesis and for the use of posttarget context for target recognition. For this, the experimental task was changed, and participants were asked to read sentences out loud. The articulation of target words was monitored, and it could be used to determine whether a target was accurately named or mistaken for its neighbor. According to the biased misperception hypothesis, erroneous target naming should be more common when the target was the lower rather than the higher frequency member of a target pair, and readers should articulate the higher frequency neighbor in lieu of the target.
Oral reading is slower than silent reading. Saccades are smaller, fixation durations are longer, readers execute more intraword refixations (Ashby, Yang, Evans, & Rayner, 2012; Inhoff & Radach, 2014) , and the linear progression of naming from one word to the next diminishes the occurrence of interword regressions as readers acquire more skills (Vorstius, Radach, & Lonigan, 2014) . The eyes also tend to be ahead of articulation, and the viewing and naming of a word rarely converge (Buswell, 1921; Inhoff, Solomon, Radach, & Seymour, 2011) . Because speech follows the eyes, readers may view posttarget context before the target is articulated. If, as suggested by a satisficing account, posttarget context influenced the selection of represented target meaning, then the naming of a target should be less accurate when subsequent context is incongruent with it (i.e., when it favors the orthographic neighbor).
Method
Participants. Forty Binghamton University students participated in the experiment. All participants had normal or correctedto-normal vision with contacts, were native speakers of English, and were naïve to the purpose of the experiment. Four participants were excluded from analysis because of poor tracking accuracy, so data were analyzed for 36 participants.
Apparatus. The same monitor and font that were used in Experiments 1 and 2 were used for this experiment. Participants were positioned approximately 100 cm from the screen, and each character subtended approximately 0.18°of visual angle. A headmounted EyeLink II eye-tracker was used to monitor eye movements at a rate of 500 Hz. Participants were instructed to keep their heads as still as possible with their chins resting gently on or above a chin rest located at a fixed distance from the screen. Thus, participants could move their chins in order to allow for out-loud reading, but head movements were minimized to ensure maximum tracking accuracy.
Materials. For this experiment, the stimuli of Experiment 2 were slightly modified, so that there were at least two words or 12 characters between the target word and posttarget context that supported one target identity over the other (i.e., disambiguating context). This was done so that participants would be able to fully identify the target before encountering biasing posttarget context. Effects of posttarget context on the accuracy with which a target word was articulated could thus be attributed to a selection of the target word's identity after it should have been fully recognized according to conventional (immediate selection) models of word recognition.
Participants read 10 practice sentences, followed by 60 experimental sentences and 60 filler sentences in pseudorandom order. Each sentence was between 41 and 84 characters (seven and 18 words) and occupied one line centered vertically on the screen. Members of target word pairs were orthographic neighbors and had a word frequency difference of at least 10 per million in the CELEX database (Baayen et al., 1995) . The mean word frequency of the higher and lower frequency members of each critical word pair differed significantly, t(59.54) ϭ 4.29, p Ͻ .001, and was 167.65 and 11.13 words per million, respectively. Listwise, as shown in Table 1 , higher and lower frequency word-pair members did not differ on length, number of syllables, or number of orthographic neighbors (all ps Ͼ 0.5; values were specified using N-Watch; Davis, 2005) . These materials are available in Appendix C.
As in Experiments 1 and 2, with two alternative target words and three alternative sentence endings, there were six possible versions of each sentence frame. Different versions of the sentence frames were counterbalanced over six lists, such that each list was seen by approximately one sixth of participants.
Norming. The 60 experimental sentence frames were normed by 33 students who did not participate in any of the previous experiments or norming studies. The same norming procedure used for Experiments 1 and 2 was employed for these stimuli. Stimuli were normed in two stages, with the second stage consisting of revised versions of items that failed to meet the required inclusion criteria in the first stage of norming.
Procedure. Before being calibrated on the eye-tracker, participants were given seven practice sentences on a piece of paper, which contained surprising or incongruous information (e.g., "The construction worker used his hardhat to drill the hole"). Participants were asked to read the sentences out loud without hesitating or pausing, even when encountering surprising words. This was intended to provide out-loud reading practice for the experiment, in which participants were also asked to read fluently in order to maximize the likelihood that errors would be made.
Participants were calibrated using a 3-point calibration procedure and read 130 sentences, consisting of 10 practice trials followed by 60 experimental trials and 60 filler trials. The experimental and filler trials were presented in a different pseudorandom order for each list. As in the previous experiments, participants answered a yes-or-no comprehension question following 10 of the filler trials via a button press. Of the 60 experimental trials, one third of the sentences had target words that were implausible given posttarget context (e.g., "The midwife thought that the birch was successful despite the mother's concerns"). However, unlike the previous experiments, boundary-contingent conversion of incongruent target words to their congruent neighbors was not implemented, as early piloting indicated that the change was relatively obvious to participants when sentences were read out loud, presumably because readers progressed more slowly (and with smaller saccades) through the sentence. As there were 120 trials including filler items, an incongruent target word was present in one sixth of all trials. Participants were instructed to read fluently even when encountering surprising content, and were reminded to do so by the researcher when there were hesitations or pauses during a trial.
While participants read sentences out loud, target word articulation was coded by a trained researcher who was aware of the target word that was present on the screen. For each experimental sentence, the researcher coded the articulation of the target word as either one of the two neighbors (e.g., "birth" or "birch"). If the participant articulated a word other than the target or its neighbor, or if the researcher was not sure what word was articulated, a third option for "other/not sure" was selected.
Data selection and analysis. Trials in which tracking accuracy was poor or participants failed to follow instructions were removed prior to analysis (5.3% of trials). Again, any fixations less than 80 ms were pooled with adjacent fixations or deleted. Analyses were restricted to trials with target gaze durations between 50 and 1,000 ms (86% of remaining trials), leaving 1,756 trials for regression analyses. Analyses of fixation duration data were further restricted to target words that were not skipped on first pass (1,674 trials). After removal of trials with residuals greater than 2.5 standard deviations from the mean, 1,636 trials were analyzed for gaze duration, 1,647 trials for dwell time, and 1,637 for secondpass viewing time. Analyses of error rate excluded trials in which a word other than the target or its neighbor was articulated, or the experimenters were not positive what target word the participant had articulated during the trial (1.2% of remaining trials), leaving 1,725 trials for the analysis of target naming accuracy.
The same (G)LMMs that were specified for Experiments 1 and 2 were applied Experiment 3 eye movement data. The additional binomial target naming data (correct or incorrect) were analyzed using a GLMM with target frequency and the congruency of posttarget context as predictors, and participants and items as random effects, as in Experiments 1 and 2.
Results and Discussion
On average, participants were 94% accurate on filler trial comprehension questions, indicating that sentences were read for comprehension. Condition means for gaze duration, dwell time, regression rate, and error rate for target words included in their analyses are reported in Table 5, and Table 3 shows effect sizes, standard errors, and statistical indexes (t and z statistics) for eye movement measures.
Eye movement measures. As in Experiments 1 and 2, there was a reliable effect of target frequency on gaze duration (p Ͻ .001), with shorter durations for higher than for lower frequency targets (37 ms). The main effect of posttarget context did not approach significance (p Ͼ .5).
As can be seen in Table 5 , the articulation of words had a profound effect on rereading. Specifically, the rate of regressions was substantially lower than in Experiments 1 and 2. The GLMM revealed significant main effects of target word frequency (p Ͻ .001) and posttarget congruency (p Ͻ .05) for regressions to targets as observed in Experiments 1 and 2. However, the interaction between target frequency and posttarget context did not approach significance, indicating that there was no biased misperception effect for regression rates. Between-experiment comparisons of regression rates showed that oral reading hindered the rereading of target words relative to Experiment 2 (b ϭ Ϫ0.91, SE ϭ 0.18, z ϭ Ϫ5.22, p Ͻ .001). The relatively small number of regressions diminishes the power and diagnostic value of target rereading, and it may account for the absence of the expected biased misperception effect. Target dwell times and second-pass times revealed robust effects of word frequency (ps Ͻ 0.001) and of posttarget context (ps Ͻ 0.05). As with the regression data, the biased misperception effect was negligible for these measures (ps Ͼ 0.3).
Naming errors. Target naming error rates are depicted in Figure 3 and shown in Table 5 . The analysis of these data revealed a main effect of target frequency (b ϭ 2.61, SE ϭ 0.59, z ϭ 4.41, p Ͻ .001), indicating that mistaking lower frequency targets for their higher frequency neighbors was much more likely (6.0% of trials) than mistaking higher frequency targets for lower frequency neighbors (Ͻ1% of trials). The effects of context and the interaction between frequency and context were negligible in this model (ps Ͼ 0.3). As there were virtually no errors-and no variability-in the naming of higher frequency targets, effects of posttarget context were confined to lower frequency targets. An analysis of these errors as a function of posttarget context revealed that they increased with the incongruity of posttarget context (b ϭ 0.64, SE ϭ 0.24, z ϭ 2.6, p Ͻ .01). The key data of Experiment 3, target naming, thus support the biased misperception hypothesis. Furthermore, consistent with the satisficing account, the naming data also showed that readers use posttarget context to change the identity of lower frequency targets to increase target-context congruency.
General Discussion
Prior studies hypothesized that target words that are orthographically similar to other words may be liable to misperception during fluent reading, and this account was used to explain similarityrelated effects on second-pass reading (e.g., Slattery, 2009 ). Because second-pass reading of targets may be influenced by processes other than misperception, the current study sought to obtain more direct evidence for misperception. Specifically, it sought to determine whether misperception of a lower frequency target as its higher frequency neighbor is more common than vice versa, and whether priming of the higher frequency neighbor would augment frequency-biased misperception. For this, target words in all experiments were pairs of orthographic neighbors that differed in word frequency. Posttarget context differed in congruency, and it was constructed so that posttarget context that was congruent with one member of a target pair would be incongruent with the other. To determine the effect of context on misperception, pretarget context was either neutral or biased toward the higher frequency neighbor.
Analyses of first-pass target viewing revealed robust word frequency effects on first-pass reading in all three experiments. Measures of target rereading also revealed robust main effects of target frequency and congruency, with more rereading for lower frequency targets and for less congruent posttarget context in all three experiments. Critically, biased misperception effects were present for all target-reading measures in Experiments 1 and 2 as well. The magnitude of the word frequency effect decreased during target rereading when the congruency of posttarget context was diminished.
According to the biased misperception hypothesis, this occurred because lower frequency targets were misperceived more often than higher frequency targets. With congruent posttarget context, the more frequent misperception of lower than higher frequency targets increased the rereading of lower frequency targets more than the rereading of higher frequency targets, as misperception changed posttarget context from congruent to incongruent. With incongruent posttarget context, the more frequent misperception of lower than higher frequency targets decreased the rereading of lower frequency targets more than the rereading of higher frequency targets, as misperception changed posttarget context from incongruent to congruent. Together, the effects of posttarget context on rereading thus augmented the word frequency effect in the congruent condition and diminished it in the incongruent condition, and this yielded the biased misperception effects in Experiments 1 and 2. Experiment 3 provided direct evidence for this account, as readers named the higher frequency neighbor in lieu of the visible lower frequency target on 6.0% of trials, whereas the naming of higher frequency targets was virtually error-free.
The design of the materials rules out the possibility that effects of higher frequency neighbors on the rereading of lower frequency targets in Experiments 1 and 2 can be attributed exclusively to recognition difficulties during late stages of target recognition, as may have been the case in earlier studies of fluent reading (Acha & Perea, 2008; Slattery, 2009) . Longer gaze durations, and more rereading for lower than for higher frequency members of target pairs are likely to reflect more difficulty with the recognition of lower than higher frequency targets (see also White, 2008) . However, had only recognition difficulty determined target rereading, then the key finding of Experiments 1 and 2, less rereading of lower than of higher frequency targets with incongruent posttarget context would imply that overcoming the recognition difficulty was easier when subsequent context was incongruent. This possibility seems exceedingly unlikely, and it is not supported by related work. In Folk and Morris (1995; Folk, 1999) , posttarget context that was incongruent with the dominant-and congruent with the nondominant-meaning of lexically ambiguous target words increased rather than diminished second-pass target reading (when pretarget context was neutral). The biased misperception hypothesis offers, by contrast, an internally consistent account for the underadditivity of word frequency and congruency effects during target rereading in Experiments 1 and 2.
The priming of higher frequency targets in Experiment 2 was expected to increase the frequency with which lower frequency targets were mistaken for their higher frequency neighbors. Yet contrary to this expectation, the size of the biased misperception effect was not larger when the higher frequency neighbor was primed. The significantly lower rate of regressions to targets with incongruent posttarget context in Experiment 2 suggested that pretarget context also influenced reading strategies. Readers may have been more inclined to revise the identity of a recognized lower frequency target word, so that retrieved word meaning was consistent with prior and subsequent context when the higher frequency neighbor had been primed. When a primed higher frequency target was recognized and then followed by incongruent posttarget context, readers may have sought an interpretation for incongruent posttarget context that was compatible with prior context. Use of such a comprehension strategy-that seeks to establish a "good enough" link between the target and its context-diminished the difference between the incongruent and congruent conditions, and this would have obscured the predicted increase of the biased misperception effect in Experiment 2.
The naming data of Experiment 3 support this account. Posttarget context did not influence the first-pass viewing and the identification of target words, as occurred in Experiments 1 and 2. Posttarget context could be viewed, however, before the target was named, and incongruent posttarget context diminished the accuracy with which a lower frequency target was named. Readers articulated the target's higher frequency neighbor, which provided a better fit for preceding and following sentence context. When reading aloud, readers may sometimes utilize subsequent information in a sentence to select from among activated lexical candidates or to revise an existing decision about a word's identity (Levy, Bicknell, Slattery, & Rayner, 2009; Potter et al., 1993) . Given the similarities between oral and silent reading, it is reasonable to assume that this "good enough" comprehension strategy may be used during silent reading as well.
A potential concern regarding Experiment 3 is that target rereading was not diagnostic of misperception (i.e., target frequency and contextual congruency did not interact when regressions, dwell times, and second-pass viewing times were analyzed). This may be attributed to known differences between oral and silent reading overall, as well as instructions specific to Experiment 3. Oral reading tends to be slower than silent reading (Rayner, Pollatsek, Ashby, & Clifton, 2012; Inhoff & Radach, 2014) , and the eyes are ahead of the articulated word (Buswell, 1921; Inhoff et al., 2011) . Further, as participants were encouraged to read without pausing or hesitating, this would likely have influenced a more generally forward-directed reading strategy with few regressions.
Decreases in rereading will diminish the opportunity to observe experimental effects that are conditional upon rereading. Thus, the absence of a biased misperception effect in the later oculomotor measures of Experiment 3-as well as the absence of larger biased misperception effects in the target rereading data of Experiment 2 compared with Experiment 1-reflects a limitation of measures that include target rereading. Although words must be identified through forward-directed saccades, rereading is optional and it may be modulated by reading strategies.
In Experiments 1 and 2, targets were changed to their neighbor when the eyes had moved to posttarget context that was incongruent with the target. Rereading thus revealed congruent content, and this procedure was implemented so that readers would not look for anomalous contexts or targets. This raises, however, the possibility that the biased misperception effect occurred only when target changes were noted. To examine the generality of the misperception effect, a supplemental analysis was applied to Experiment 1 and 2 target-viewing data of participants who did not notice anything unusual during sentence reading (N ϭ 31). In harmony with the analysis of the full set of data, it yielded a robust biased misperception effect for regressions to targets (b ϭ Ϫ0.35, SE ϭ 0.14, z ϭ Ϫ2.61, p Ͻ .001), target dwell time (b ϭ Ϫ0.10, SE ϭ 0.03, t ϭ Ϫ3.62, p Ͻ .001), and second-pass viewing time (b ϭ Ϫ0.36, SE ϭ 0.15, t ϭ Ϫ2.68, p Ͻ .01). Visual changes to the text were relatively minor, involving the exchange of a single letter. 4 The majority of participants did not notice any specific changes in text, and more than one third reported that nothing about the sentences they had read was unusual. The analyses of target rereading data did not yield robust individual differences, that is, the magnitude of the Word Frequency ϫ Context interaction did not depend on the extent of readers' regression use, their dwell times, or their second-pass viewing times in the corresponding statistical models. The analyses of larger groups of readers or an independent assessment of reading strategies might, nevertheless, reveal different responses to misperception across readers. Some readers may assume that their word recognition is accurate, and they could preferentially use satisficing strategies to obtain "good enough" sentence meanings. Other readers may have implicit knowledge that word recognition can be error prone, and they may interrupt the forward-directed progression through the text when an incongruency is noted and routinely reinspect a potentially misperceived word. Given that recognition errors do occur during fluent reading, particularly when words have higher frequency neighbors, future research could examine individual differences in fluent readers' proneness to misperception and their tolerance of, or recovery from, errors. 4 To explore the possibility that visual confusability of the discrepant letter pair might have influenced the biased misperception effect, we used a visual similarity matrix that provided ratings of visual similarity between pairs of letters (Simpson, Mousikou, Montoya, & Defior, 2013) . We scaled and centered this rating for each word pair (e.g., the confusability of "c" and "t" for "birth" and "birch") and included it as a predictor in the between-experiment models. When visual confusability was included, the biased misperception effect remained robust for incoming regression rate (b ϭ Ϫ0.40, SE ϭ 0.11, z ϭ Ϫ3.63, p Ͻ .001), dwell time (b ϭ Ϫ0.09, SE ϭ 0.02, t ϭ Ϫ3.97, p Ͻ .001), and second-pass viewing time (b ϭ Ϫ0.44, SE ϭ 0.13, t ϭ Ϫ3.43, p Ͻ .01). Further, when a three-way interaction between context, frequency, and confusability was added to the models, this interaction term failed to reach significance for incoming regression rate (b ϭ Ϫ0.02, SE ϭ 0.11, z ϭ Ϫ0.18, p Ͼ .8), dwell time (b ϭ Ϫ0.04, SE ϭ 0.02, t ϭ Ϫ1.62, p Ͼ .1), and second-pass viewing time (b ϭ Ϫ0.12, SE ϭ 0.12, t ϭ Ϫ1.01, p Ͼ .3), suggesting that letter confusability did not modulate the biased misperception effect.
